Abstract-There has been tremendous growth in the amount of visual data available on the Internet in recent years. One type of visual data of particular interest is produced by network cameras providing real-time views. Millions of network cameras around the world continuously stream data to viewers connected to the Internet. This data may be used by a wide variety of applications such as enhancing public safety, urban planning, emergency response, and traffic management which are computationally intensive. Analyzing this data requires significant amounts of computational resources. Cloud computing can be a preferred solution for meeting the resource requirements for analyzing these data. There are many options when selecting cloud instances (amounts of memory, number of cores, locations, etc.). Inefficient provisioning of cloud resources may become costly in pay-per-use cloud computing. This paper presents a method to select cloud instances in order to meet the performance requirements for visual data analysis at a lower cost. We measure the frame rates when analyzing the data using different computer vision methods and model the relationships between frame rates and resource utilizations. We formulate the problem of managing cloud resources as a Variable Size Bin Packing Problem and use a heuristic solution. Experiments using Amazon EC2 validate the model and demonstrate that the proposed solution can reduce the cost up to 62% while meeting the performance requirements.
INTRODUCTION
T HE use of visual data such as images and videos for scientific analysis to solve real-world problems has been increasing significantly over the past decade. Network cameras are of particular interest as they generate continuous real-time video data with rich and versatile content [31] . Millions of network cameras are deployed every year [24] . The video analysis market is rapidly growing and is estimated to be worth more than $1.2 billion by the year 2017 [6] . A wide variety of applications such as improving public safety [21] , aiding emergency response [14] , and surveillance [28] may use the large volumes of visual data. The network cameras considered in this paper consist of both indoor and outdoor cameras including traffic cameras, cameras inside shopping malls, and other institutions. These are public cameras providing free access and owned by different organizations. Modifying any configuration settings of the network cameras is impossible.
These applications may require (1) high resolution video data, (2) analysis for long durations, (3) data from multiple cameras, and (4) high frame rates. These requirements represent "big data" problems that require analysis of large amounts of visual data which needs substantial amounts of computational resources. Cloud computing has the potential to meet these resource needs by selecting many cloud instances (i.e., virtual machines, VMs) containing more cores and large memory. Many applications require streaming data from network cameras around the world, for example, studying the traffic pattern of cities, analyzing global fashion trends, and monitoring weather conditions at different regions. The distance between the network camera and cloud instance can affect the performance of the analysis. Hence there is a need to efficiently stream the data from multiple sources at different geographical locations. Cloud vendors offer many types of VM instances: with different number of cores, memory capacities, and geographical locations. The "pay-per-use" pricing model encourages the use of only a few cloud instances with small number of cores and less memory. The computational requirements of the applications may vary depending on the time of the day and the content of the scene being analyzed. The different competing factors mentioned above make resource management a challenging problem. Few studies have been devoted to selecting the most efficient cloud instances to analyze many video streams at low monetary costs. These studies do not consider the effects of the different types and locations of the instances on the overall cost and performance of the analysis.
on different types of cloud instances. We develop our model through the analysis of three different computer vision methods provided by the OpenCV library [7] : People Detection, Edge Detection, and Color Histogram. We model the problem of selecting cloud instances at low costs as a Variable Size Bin Packing Problem (VSBPP) and use a heuristic algorithm [12] to find a solution. ARMVAC predicts the maximum number of streams from cameras to be analyzed on different cloud instances for the given analysis programs. Our solution can dynamically adapt to the varying resource requirements of analysis programs running for long durations. ARMVAC monitors the utilization of the cloud resources at regular intervals and automatically scales the number of resources based on the utilization and performance requirements. ARMVAC is evaluated using Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) instances [2] . Three analysis programs: Motion Estimation, Face Detection, and SIFT feature extraction are used for evaluation. The method can achieve the required frame rates and save up to 62% cost compared with four other cloud resource selection strategies.
This paper makes the following contributions: (1) It is one of the first papers devoted to selecting the cloud configurations for analyzing large (GB) amounts of data from multiple video streams. The sources of the streams are globally distributed. (2) Our method considers both performance requirements and costs, modelling this problem as a bin packing problem and using a heuristic solution. ( 3) The paper presents a prediction model based on CPU utilization for determining the number of streams that can be analyzed on different types of cloud instances for a given analysis program. (4) We evaluate the solution using Amazon EC2 and demonstrate up to 62% cost reduction compared with four other strategies for selecting cloud instances.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work and compares ARMVAC with the existing studies. Section 3 explains the relationships among frame rates, locations of cloud instances, and types of cloud instances. Section 4 models the problem of selecting lowcost cloud instances while meeting the required frame rates as a Variable Size Bin Packing Problem and describes our heuristic algorithm to solve the problem. Section 5 evaluates ARMVAC using Amazon EC2. Section 6 concludes the paper and suggests directions for future work.
RELATED WORK
Several papers discuss the issues related to streaming media content residing on the cloud for uses such as Video on Demand (VoD). For example, Cloudmedia [34] , optimizes the cloud resources based on the server utilization and network bandwidth. Wang et al. [33] discuss data streaming with optimizing cloud resources based on cost and availability. They consider the locations of data sources. They focus only on media delivery and hence do not consider utilization and performance issues while streaming and analyzing video data flowing into the cloud. These studies focus on streaming data out from the cloud instances. This paper solves a different problem: streaming video data into cloud instances for analysis. The data come from globally distributed network cameras.
Prediction Based Resource Management
Plenty of research work exists on developing prediction models for cloud resource provisioning. Islam et al. [17] develop statistical models to predict the surge in resource requirements. Khan et al. [20] use a multiple time series to predict workload variations in a cluster of virtual machines. Xiao et al. [35] present a system which dynamically allocates resources based on the past behavior of the virtual machines. Van et al. [27] propose an autonomic resource manager for service hosting platforms using a constraint based programming approach. Most of these studies use past information to predict future resource usage and perform resource management. Each analysis program has a unique resource usage pattern. Obtaining the past resource usage information for all analysis programs is not feasible. Our solution does not use past information and instead performs resource management based on the current resource usage. Our method allocates resources and adaptively adjusts to the change in resource consumption.
Dynamic Resource Provisioning Methods
Many studies investigate resource allocation on the cloud for a variety of applications. Vijaykumar et al. [32] consider dynamic resource provisioning for data streaming. They do not consider analyzing video data from network cameras. In contrast, this paper considers how to analyze video streams from network cameras.Sharma et al. [29] use an integer linear programming formulation to select cloud configurations. Their model handles tasks with small uniform data sizes and our solution can handle tasks of different sizes.
Hossain et al. [16] propose a heuristic resource management for cloud based video surveillance systems. Song et al. [30] propose a queuing based resource management for multimedia applications. The main objective for both methods is to reduce the service wait time and long term service cost to satisfy the QoS requirements. They reduce the monetary cost by reducing the running time of the tasks. Our solution reduces the overall cost by selecting costefficient cloud instance types and locations. We model the performance in terms of frame rate and not the running time as the tasks we consider may run for any duration.
Hossain et al. [15] discuss resource allocation for service composition in cloud based video surveillance applications. They minimize the number of cloud instances used for service composition by modelling the problem as a multidimensional bin packing problem. Their method does not reduce the overall cost. Our solution considers multiple analysis programs of different characteristics analyzing data at different frame rates. The solution by Hossain et al. [15] is evaluated by simulation, but our method is evaluated using a commercial cloud vendor-Amazon EC2.
Amazon Auto Scaling
Amazon EC2 provides auto scaling [1] to add or remove cloud instances based on utilization. Auto scaling lets users select a group of instances and scale them up or down based on use. It does not consider the overall cost. Auto scaling is tied to a particular region and cannot handle the effect of network delay on the input data as explained in Section 3.3. Our method determines the types and locations of instances best suited for the given application such that the overall cost is low.
Improvements from Our Previous Work
This paper extends our previous work [10, 18, 31] that builds a software infrastructure using cloud computing to analyze visual data from thousands of network cameras. The system is referred to as Continuous Analysis of Many CAMeras (CAM 2 ). This work adds adaptive resource management of cloud instances for analyzing video streams. This paper extends our work [9] which gradually adds resources based on utilization and our work [19] on resource management by finding cost effective instances. This paper is an improvement over our work [25] which primarily focuses on selecting cloud instance locations. This paper implements a resource manager which considers the location of the cloud instances and cameras. The resource manager predicts the number of streams that can be analyzed using a given program on different types of cloud instances to perform resource allocation faster. The resource manager selects cloud instances with different types and locations at lower cost. Table 1 compares ARMVAC with related work. Table 2 compares ARMVAC with our previous work. Readers are encouraged to visit the CAM 2 website at https://cam2.ecn. purdue.edu/ and register to explore this system.
Variable Size Bin Packing Problem
ARMVAC models the problem of selecting cloud instances at low cost as a Variable Size Bin Packing Problem (VS-BPP) [13] . It considers a collection of bins of finite sizes. The number of bins of each size is unlimited. Each bin has a cost associated proportional to its size. The objective of VSBPP is to pack a list of items into bins so as to minimize the total cost. This is an NP-Hard problem [13] . There are different heuristic algorithms to solve VSBPP that includes First Fit algorithm, Best Fit algorithm, and Best Fit Decreasing algorithm. [23] . This paper considers a variant of the Adapted-Best First Decreasing (A-BFD) algorithm [12] as it is reported to perform better than the other methods. A-BFD sorts the bins according to the ratio of their costs and sizes. The best bin is the one with the least cost-size ratio. We consider the cloud instances to be equivalent to the bins in a VSBPP and the number of streams that can be analyzed on an instance to be equivalent to the size of the bin.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
This paper solves the problem of resource allocation using cloud instances for analyzing video streams from many geographically distributed network cameras. This section formulates the problem based on experimental data obtained by measuring the important factors such as resource utilization and performance. Different brands (and different models) of network cameras provide different data formats. Some network cameras provide only snapshots in JPEG format (updated once every several minutes). Many network cameras provide MJPEG video and some recent models also provide H.264. Comparing different data formats is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, this paper focuses on MJPEG as it is widely supported by many network cameras. MJPEG [4] is a video format which compresses each frame as a JPEG image.
Factors Affecting the Resource Management
This paper uses video frame rate as the primary performance requirement because many analysis programs (such as moving object tracking) require high frame rates. Many cloud vendors provide virtual machines at different geographical locations. For example, both Microsoft Azure and Amazon EC2 provide cloud instances in USA, South America, West Europe, East Asia, Australia, etc. The network cameras are also globally distributed. Intuitively, the data from a camera should be analyzed by a cloud instance that is geographically closer in order to reduce data movement across long distances. This simple solution, however, is rarely ideal due to several factors. First, the same type of Performance ratio (ratio of measured frame rate and target frame rate) for different analysis programs (PD, ED, and CH), while streaming MJPEG data from multiple cameras on different cloud instances. As the number of cameras increases, the CPU utilization saturates and the frame rate decreases. The performance ratio starts to decrease after the CPU utilization becomes 100%. PD has a target frame rate of 1 FPS, and ED and CH have a target frame rate of 10 FPS. An important factor is the number of cameras at which the CPU saturates.
cloud instances (same number of cores and same amount of memory) has different cost (dollars per hour) at different locations. Table 3 shows the cost of Amazon EC2 cloud instances of type m3 at different locations [3] . There is a cost difference of 47% between the cheapest (Virginia) and the costliest (Singapore) locations. Second, we observe in our experiments that when high frame rates are required, it is necessary to allocate cloud instances closer to the data sources. Third, if a virtual machine is capable of analyzing multiple data streams, it is preferable to consolidate the resources and reduce the costs. These factors make resource allocation a complex problem. This paper aims to address the following questions:
• What types of cloud instances should be used?
• Where are these instances?
• How many instances are needed?
To answer these questions, we run experiments to model the dependency of frame rates on the locations, types, and number of instances.
System Characteristics
The experiments for problem formulation use the following types of cloud instances: m3.medium, m3.large, m3.xlarge and m3.2xlarge. We consider cloud instances at East US (N. Virginia), West US (Oregon), Europe (Frankfurt), Asia Pacific (Singapore and Tokyo) as the cameras under consideration are near to these locations. The different locations affect the network round-trip time (RTT) and the achievable frame rates. In addition to the measured data, we also use netem [5], a Linux utility. Netem is a network emulator that supports adding network delays to the system thereby controlling the RTT. The network delays are increased in steps using netem and frame rates are measured. We measure the frame rates of MJPEG data from 500 network cameras distributed around the world. Table 4 shows the distribution of these cameras with respect to the Amazon EC2 N.Virginia instance. The instance located at Virginia is used in Table 4 as it is the cheapest Amazon EC2 instance of type m3.
To understand the impact of the locations, types, and number of instances on the frame rate, we use four different analysis programs with different resource utilization: The programs ED, CH, and PD are provided by the OpenCV library [7] . PD is the most computationally intensive program followed by ED and CH, and DR. DR is only used to study the relationship between frame rate and RTT.
Frame Rate and Network RTT
To understand the effect of RTT, we use DR to retrieve MJPEG data from 20 cameras at different locations. These cameras can achieve up to 30 frames per second, FPS. We increase the RTT using netem and measure the achieved frame rates. RTT is measured using 10 ping commands prior to measuring the frame rates. The experiment is repeated by reducing the target frame rate down to 1FPS. The experiment then launches cloud instances at the different geographical locations and streams MJPEG data from these cameras to measure the achieved frame rates for different target frame rates. We use the m3.2xlarge instance for this measurement so that the frame rate is limited by the network, not by the instance's capabilities. Figure 1 shows the results. The achieved frame rates decrease noticeably at larger RTT when the frame rates are high. In Figure 1 (a) , when the desired frame rate is 30 FPS, the achieved frame rates drop to below 15 FPS when RTT is above 250ms. In contrast, when the desired frame rate is low, the effect of location is negligible. In Figure 1 (c) , the desired frame rate is 1 FPS, the frame rates do not drop at higher RTT. From this experiment we can conclude two main points.
• If the desired frame rate is high, we need to use the cloud instances closer to the source (smaller RTT), even though they may be more expensive.
• If the desired frame rate is low, we can stream data using the cloud instance at the lowest cost, even though RTT is high.
Frame Rate and Number of Cameras
The number of streams that can be analyzed on a cloud instance is limited by the CPU, memory, or network bandwidth of the instance. To quantify these limitations we stream and analyze MJPEG data at a target frame rate and measure the CPU utilization and the frame rate across multiple cameras. The streams are analyzed for a duration of 5 minutes and the average utilization is calculated. We repeat this experiment for the different analysis programs (ED, CH, and PD), and on the different types of cloud instances. In this experiment, the target frame rate for PD is 1 FPS, and for ED and CH are 10 FPS. We use a lower frame rate for PD since the program is more computationally expensive.
The experiment analyzes video data from the individual cameras and calculates the performance ratio: ratio of the average of the measured frame rates to the target frame rate. The performance ratio is 1.0 if the measured frame rate across all cameras is the same as the target frame rate. A performance ratio less than 1.0 implies that the measured frame rate on at least one camera is less than the target frame rate. The analysis programs are CPU intensive and the CPU gets saturated much faster than the network, memory, or I/O as shown in Figure 2(a) . After the CPU gets saturated, the performance ratio decreases when the number of streams being analyzed increases because the CPU cannot analyze data at the given frame rate.
Figure 2 (b) shows the measured CPU utilization and performance ratio for different analysis programs. We observe that for each type of cloud instance and analysis program, the CPU utilization saturates at different points (number of cameras). When the CPU utilization reaches 100%, the performance ratio decreases as the number of cameras being analyzed increases because the CPU cannot analyze the data at the rate at which it arrives.
It is observed that the network, memory, or I/O does not saturate for any of the given analysis programs. From Figure 2 , we can infer that the drop in the average frame rate is due to the saturation of the CPU. Figure 2 (b) shows that for ED and CH, the CPU utilization becomes 100% when the number of cameras becomes greater than 45. PD is more CPU intensive and saturates faster compared with ED and CH as shown in Figure 2 (b) and (c). Figures 2 (c) shows that m3.medium cannot be used to analyze data from more than one camera for PD. Figure 2 shows that the CPU utilization is the major factor that impacts the frame rate. For different analysis programs, the CPU utilization directly imposes a restriction on the number of cameras that can be analyzed.
This section shows that the types and locations of the cloud instances are important factors to be considered while streaming and analyzing MJPEG data from globally distributed network cameras. These factors present an opportunity to lower the overall analysis cost by carefully selecting the cloud instances.
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
We present the method of Adaptive Resource Management for Video Analysis in Cloud (ARMVAC) to reduce the cost of cloud instances for analyzing data from network cameras at the required frame rate.
ARMVAC maps the problem to the Variable Size Bin Packing Problem (VSBPP) [13] . As VSBPP is an NP-Hard problem [13] , we use a heuristic algorithm to determine the types, locations, and number of cloud instances to reduce the overall cost while meeting the performance requirements. ARMVAC models: (1) the relation between CPU (2) the relation between the measured frame rates and the RTT. Using the model, the method first determines the instance locations. Then the method calculates the maximum number of streams that can be analyzed on one type of instance and predicts the maximum number of streams for the other types of instances. With this information, ARMVAC can map the problem to the VSBPP. The method then uses the Adapted Best First Decreasing (A-BFD) approach [12] as it is reported to perform better than other heuristic algorithms for VSBPP. ARMVAC is designed for CPU intensive analyses where CPU saturates faster than other resources. Figure 3 shows the steps.
Step 1 reads the inputs needed for problem modelling explained in Section 4.1.
Step
The symbols used in the paper and the units of measurement are listed in Table 5 . An uppercase symbol represents a set. A symbol with a subscript implies that the symbol is an element of a set. The constants are represented using lowercase symbols. The coefficients of the equations are represented using Greek letters.
Resource Allocation as a Variable Size Bin Packing Problem
Consider the example of analyzing data from 50 cameras in North America at a target frame rate of 5 FPS for a duration of one hour. Let the set of available instances be {m3.2xlarge.Virginia, m3.xlarge.Oregon, m3.large.Virginia, m3.medium.Oregon}. The cost (per hour) of the instances is given by the set {$0.532, $0.266, $0.133, $0.067}. The maximum number of data streams that can be analyzed on each instance be {15, 8, 5, 1}. The goal is to find the types and number of instances to analyze data at the target frame rate from 50 cameras at the lowest cost. The solution is a set containing the number of instances used of the given four types. A possible solution is the set {3, 0, 1, 0} using 3 m3.2xlarge.Virginia instances and 1 m3.large.Virginia instance. The cost of the solution $1.73/hour. The set {1, 0, 0, 0} is not a solution as it means that we need to analyze the data from 50 cameras on a single m3.2xlarge.Virginia instance. If more than 15 streams are analyzed on one m3.2xlarge.Virginia instance it would fail to meet the performance requirement. Let the set of all possible solutions be { {0, 5, 2, 0}, {4, 0, 0, 0}, {2, 1, 2, 2}, ..., {0, 0, 10, 0}}. The set is finite because the number of instances and the cameras are finite. A solution with the minimum overall cost is {0, 0, 10, 0} using 10 m3.large.Virginia instances and the overall cost is $1.33/hour. We model this process of allocating resources at the lowest cost as a Variable Size Bin Packing Problem.
Let t represent the total number of cameras (e.g. 50). Let V = {v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , ...} = {m3.2xlarge.Virginia, m3.xlarge.Oregon, m3.large.Singapore, ...} represent the set of available cloud instances. The cost of v i is c i . Let n i be the maximum number of cameras from which the data can be analyzed using cloud instance v i , such that the measured frame rate is equal to the target frame rate on all the cameras.
Let
.. } represent a solution consisting of the number of instances in V required to analyze the data from the t cameras at the target frame rate. The elements of K, k i have values in the range 0, t ni (e.g. K = {3,0,1,0} from the previous example). The value of k i is constrained using the relation given in Equation (1) .
The overall cost of renting cloud instances for the j th solution, d j is defined as,
Let S = {K 1 , K 2 , .. } be the set representing all possible solutions K. The main problem is to find the minimum overall cost oc given by Equation (3) .
The formulated problem is a variant of the Variable Size Bin Packing Problem. The parameters of the VSBPP can be mapped to the formulated problem as follows.
• The cloud instances used (v i ) are equivalent of bins.
• The maximum number of cameras (n i ) from which the data can be analyzed by the cloud instance v i is the equivalent of the size of the bin.
• The cost of the individual cloud instances (c i ) is equivalent to the cost of selecting the bins.
In this case each bin can be repeated as many times as required (k i > 1). The inputs are t, target frame rate, and V , and the outputs are oc and a solution set K that has an overall cost oc.
Selecting the Location of Cloud Instances
A cloud instance is a candidate if the instance can analyze data from any of the given cameras at the target frame rate. ARMVAC determines the candidate cloud locations for the given set of cameras and the target frame rate. Only the candidate cloud locations are retained in the set V .
Based on the measurement data obtained in Section 3.3, ARMVAC determines the RTT values for a range of target frame rates. Table 6 shows the range of RTT values for different target frame rates. An RTT of 100ms may be sufficient for a frame rate of 12 FPS but we select an RTT of 50ms to be safe. If the target frame rate is less than or equal to 1 FPS, we can select instances at any location considered and still achieve the target frame rate. If the target frame is 5 FPS, we should consider the cloud instances within an RTT range of 200ms from the cameras. Depending on the target frame rate, ARMVAC considers the cloud instances within the given RTT range as given in Table 6 . ARMVAC selects the cheapest cloud instances based on the locations within the RTT range. For example, to analyze data from 5 cameras in Virginia and 5 cameras in Singapore at a target frame rate of 0.5 FPS, ARMVAC determines the possible cloud instance locations within the RTT range (in this case anywhere in the world). Then the method determines the types and number of cloud instances to be used. Consider another example of analyzing data from the same cameras at a target frame rate of 20 FPS. Since the RTT range is small, ARMVAC launches the instances in Virginia and Singapore separately. The other cloud locations are not considered in this case.
Determining the Types and Number of Cloud Instances
The main step in resource management is to calculate the types and number of cloud instances required to reduce the overall cost. The cost of the cloud instance (c i ) and the maximum number of cameras that can be analyzed on a cloud instance (n i ) are the two important factors used to determine the types and number of the cloud instances. The method first determines n i for an instance which is equivalent to the size of the bin in the VSBPP. Then the method predicts the n i for other types of instances. Finally the c i and n i values are given as inputs to the heuristic algorithm used to determine the types and number of cloud instances needed.
Determining n i for a Cloud Instance
ARMVAC models the relationship between CPU utilization (ut) and the number of cameras (m) being analyzed on each cloud instance v i as,
The model is obtained based on the measurement data obtained from three different experiments using the PD, ED, and CH analysis programs as shown in Figure 2 . A quadratic model is used as the error in calculating the CPU utilization is less compared with other models like linear, exponential, and polynomial (degree 3). The content of the scene affects the utilization and n i , and cameras have versatile content. Also, the CPU utilization doesn't increase linearly with the number of threads (one per camera). Therefore, a quadratic model is more suitable. According to Equation (4), the CPU utilization increases with the number of cameras in a quadratic fashion until the number of cameras is equal to y. For the number of cameras greater than or equal to y, the CPU utilization remains at 100%. Table 7 shows the values for the coefficients α, β, and γ for different analysis programs and instances. Some of the calculated α and γ coefficients have negative values. This may cause the utilization to decrease for large values of m. m such that ut < 90%
Equation (5) defines the maximum number of streams, n i . Figure 2 shows that the performance drops after the CPU utilization becomes 100%. Hence to avoid the drop in performance, we define n i to be equal to the maximum number of data streams that results in a CPU utilization less than 90%. Using a utilization below 90% can reduce the number of streams being analyzed by an instance which may increase the number of instances used.
Given an analysis program we can determine n i by calculating the coefficients (α, β, and γ). by measuring the CPU utilization for the different values of m. Using Equations (4) and (5), we calculate n i for the given analysis program.
Since we consider CPU-intensive programs, the average frame rate will start decreasing after the number of cameras being analyzed is greater than n i . Hence if we analyze data from the given cameras at the same target frame rate, then n i is the maximum number of streams that can be analyzed on a cloud instance such that the target frame rate is achieved on all the cameras. The different steps involved in determining n i for an instance are summarized as follows: 1) Analyze MJPEG data at the target frame rate and measure the CPU utilization (ut) for different number of cameras (m). A minimum of 3 utilization values are required. 2) Use the CPU utilization information obtained in step 1 to compute the values for α, β, and γ in Equation (4) by solving the system of equations. 3) Use α, β, and γ obtained from step 2 to compute n i using Equation (5)
Predicting n i for Instances
Given an analysis program to analyze data from t cameras, we need to find n i for different types of cloud instances. Calculating n i on each type of cloud instances individually is time consuming. ARMVAC develops a prediction model to determine n i on different types of cloud instances to save time. Figure 4 shows n i for the same analysis program on different types of cloud instances represented using the number of cores in the instance (in this case m3.medium = 1 CORE, m3.large = 2 CORES, m3.xlarge = 4 CORES, m3.2xlarge = 8 CORES). Equation (6) models the relationship between the n i and the number of cores in a cloud instance based on Figure 4 . In Equation (6), p i represents the number of cores and λ, µ, and ν represent the coefficients of the model. A quadratic model is used instead of a linear model to reduce the error in predicting n i . Equation 6 can be used to predict n i for different instances by substituting the values of p i corresponding to the instances. The λ, µ, and ν coefficients for a given analysis program are determined using the value of n i for the instance with maximum number of cores (in this case m3.2xlarge, p i = 8). The method described in Section 4.3.1 is used to determine n i . Based on the calculated n i we select λ, µ, and ν using Table 8 . It has the pre-determined values for the coefficients λ, µ, and ν based on the experimental data using the PD, CH, and ED programs. The coefficients are pre-determined for n i ≤ 10 and n i ≥ 15. For 10 < n i < 15 we linearly interpolate the values for the coefficients as shown in Table 8 as we did not have data points in that range. For n i ≥ 15, the λ and ν coefficients have a negative value. This implies that for such programs, the instances with fewer cores have large values for n i making them more cost-efficient. The numbers 10 and 15 are obtained based on our experimental data.
Since λ, µ, and ν in Table 8 are obtained based on the analysis programs (PD, ED, and CH), for a new analysis program we need to reduce the error in prediction. The Levenberg-Marquadt (LM) algorithm [26] is used to minimize the error in prediction. The calculated value of n i for p i = 8 is used with the LM algorithm to determine the µ coefficient that results in minimum error. With one calculated value for n i , only one coefficient in Equation (6) can be optimized using the LM algorithm. We choose µ since the average error in prediction is the lowest with optimizing the µ coefficient compared with λ and ν coefficients. The new value for µ along with λ and ν as given in Table 8 is used in Equation (6) to calculate n i for other cloud instances (in this case p i = 1, 2, and 4). The error due to using predetermined values for λ and ν does not affect the final result (overall cost). We observe that determining n i for the instance with the maximum number of cores and predicting the n i values for other instances with fewer number of cores gives the best prediction results.
The different steps involved in predicting n i for instances are summarized as follows: 1) Calculate n i for the instance with maximum number of cores (in this case p i = 8) using the steps described in Section 4.3.1. 2) Use the n i value obtained from step 1 and the λ, µ, and ν values in Table 8 to calculate the optimized µ coefficient using the Levenberg-Marquadt (LM) algorithm. 3) Predict n i for the other instances (in this case p i = 1, 2, and 4) using Equation (6) with the new µ coefficient obtained from step 2.
Heuristic Algorithm
ARMVAC solves the variable size bin packing problem modelled in Section 4.1 using a heuristic algorithm based on the Adapted Best First Decreasing (A-BFD) approach [12] . An outline of our heuristic algorithm is given in Figure 5 . ARMVAC considers the general case where the target frame rates and analysis programs are different for cameras. First, the per-core-utilization: defined as the ratio of the number of streams that can be analyzed using the instance (n i ) and the number of cores (p i ) is calculated for each camera. The cameras with the same per-core-utilization are grouped together. The next step is to sort the cloud instances based on the ratio of the instance cost (c i ) and n i for each group. The best cloud instances are the ones with lower ratio values. After sorting the cloud instances V based on the ci ni ratio, the best instance is given by v 1 . Since we can use multiple cloud instances of the same type, our approach uses Table 5 .
analyze data from n 1 cameras. The process is repeated until all cameras are assigned. The post processing stage determines the remaining utilization for instances in each group and checks the possibility to combine the under-utilized instances and reduce cost. Each group will only have a maximum of one underutilized instance. Except for the last iteration, each step assigns n i cameras to the best instance. The last iteration will add the remaining cameras to the best instance. The total number of cameras assigned to the under-utilized instances are significantly smaller than the total number of cameras. Therefore an exhaustive search is performed to determine a lower cost assignment for these.
The heuristic algorithm of ARMVAC determines the number and types of cloud instances for analyzing data at the target frame rate from the given number of cameras such that the overall cost is low.
Adjusting Resources at Run-Time
The requirements of the applications may vary over time. For example, counting pedestrians are more computationally intensive during rush hours with more people than at other times. The duration of analysis may also be different for analysis programs. Hence the solution needs to adapt to these changes in requirements. We start the analysis by launching the cloud instances selected by the cost effective solution and monitor the utilization of the instances continuously. If the utilization increases above 95% because of the scene becoming more computationally intense, or the utilization drops below 50% because of change in requirements, ARMVAC recomputes the cost effective solution. Since the target utilization is 90% (Equation 5 ), an upper threshold of 95% is selected allowing a safe margin. As recomputing the solution requires running the largest instance type (m3.2xlarge) for a few minutes (Section 4.3 -4.3.3), lower threshold of 50% is selected to reduce recomputing the solution. It is important to prevent data loss while switching to the newly computed solution. If the current cloud instances are terminated and then the new instances are launched, there is a possibility for data loss. Hence the cloud instances selected by the new solution are launched first, and then the old instances are terminated. This way of switching to the new solution may result in duplicate data being generated from the network cameras present in both old and new configuration, but will not result in data loss. Launching the new instances first slightly increases the cost as both old and new instances are running together for a short duration ($0.532 per an EC2 Virginia m3.2xlarge instance). Removing duplicate data and efficiently switching to the new solution considering the cost and time taken to determine and launch the instances are part of the future work.
EVALUATION OF ARMVAC
This section evaluates ARMVAC based on the accuracy of the method in Section 5.1, cost and performance in Section 5.2, and based on the cloud instance location selection in Section 5.3. We observe that ARMVAC can estimate the maximum number of cameras for each instance type with an average error of less than 1 camera for PD, ED, and CH analysis programs. Evaluating these analyses using AR-MVAC against the different scenarios results in significant cost reduction. In order to demonstrate that ARMVAC can handle different analysis programs and does not have any bias towards a single analysis, we use three new analyses provided by the OpenCV library for evaluation:
• Motion Estimation (ME): Use background subtraction to estimate motion. Requires a minimum of two frames to build the background model.
• Face Detection (FD): Haar Feature based cascade classifiers are used for face detection on each frame.
• SIFT (SIFT): Extracts scale invariant features [22] on each frame.
It should be noted that using PD, ED, and CH with AR-MVAC yields similar cost reduction as given in Section 5.2. We use the input scenarios given in Table 9 by varying the target frame rate and the number of cameras for different analysis programs to evaluate our method. The overall costs of our method for the input scenarios are compared with the strategies ST1 -ST4 described in Table 10 . Each strategy uses only the specified instance type. For example, ST1 always uses the m3.medium instance type. The maximum number of streams analyzed per instance for each strategy is same as that of ARMVAC for the different scenarios to ensure a fair comparison. We use strategy ST5 to evaluate the importance of considering RTT while selecting cloud configurations. In the evaluation, we analyze MJPEG data of size up to 14GB and the number of images up to 150,000. 
Accuracy of the Model
The accuracy of ARMVAC depends on how accurately n i can be calculated for each type of cloud instance. Since n i directly impacts the overall cost of the method, it is important to evaluate the accuracy of the method. We calculate n i for each type of instance and for the input scenarios.
To obtain the actual data, we measure the CPU utilization and determine n i for which the utilization exceeds 90%, for each type of cloud instance and the input scenarios. The calculated values of n i are compared with the actual data to evaluate the accuracy of the method. The accuracy of calculating an estimate of n i for input scenarios 1 -3 using ARMVAC is shown in Figure 6 . As the target frame rate increases, n i for each type of instance decreases. ARMVAC determines n i accurately as the average error for scenarios 1, 2, and 3 is below 2 cameras. For input scenarios 4, 5, and 6, the target frame rate is fixed and the number of cameras changes. So we need to calculate n i only once for each type of instance. The accuracy of calculating an estimate of n i for input scenarios 4, 5, and 6 is shown in Figure 7 (a). In this case ARMVAC can determine n i with an average error of one camera. Scenario 7 represents a general case with three different analysis programs, frame rates, and number of cameras. As we already measured the accuracy for FD and SIFT programs, we only need to determine the accuracy of calculating n i for ME analysis on data from 10 cameras at 25 FPS. The results are shown in Figure 7 (b). Our method can determine n i with an average error of one camera.
The results show that ARMVAC has high accuracy in determining the maximum number of streams an instance can analyze when evaluated against analysis programs ME, FD, and SIFT for different target frame rates and number of cameras.
Cost and Performance
The cost and the performance of the method are evaluated in two stages. The algorithm explained in Section 4.3.3 is responsible for selecting cloud instances at lower costs, hence it is important to evaluate the algorithm first. The algorithm is compared with CPLEX [11] to check the correctness of the algorithm. ARMVAC is tested against the different input scenarios in Table 9 and the overall cost of cloud instances selected by ARMVAC for the input scenarios is compared with the strategies ST1 -ST4 in Table 10 .
Comparison of the Heuristic Algorithm with CPLEX
CPLEX [11] is an optimization software package developed by IBM that we used to evaluate ARMVAC. In order to use CPLEX we formulate our problem as an integer linear programing problem. CPLEX will output the number of cloud instances of each type. The total cost of instances selected by CPLEX for all the input scenarios are then compared with ARMVAC. The comparison of heuristic algorithm of ARMVAC and CPLEX for the input scenarios are given in Table 11 . We observe that ARMVAC selects cloud instances with the same total cost as that of CPLEX. The types and number of instances selected by ARMVAC and CPLEX differ in some cases but the overall cost remains the same. Note that CPLEX only solves the integer linear programming problem and it requires n i and locations determined by ARMVAC to produce the result.
Comparison of ARMVAC with Different Strategies
The maximum number of streams that can be analyzed on each instance for the different input scenarios is calculated using the steps mentioned in Section 4. Then the heuristic algorithm is applied to select the cloud instances such that the target frame rate is achieved on all cameras, and the overall cost is low. We launch the cloud configurations selected by ARMVAC as given in Table 11 and analyze data from the cameras. The achieved frame rate is measured on all the cameras. If the average frame rate achieved is equal to the target frame rate, the performance is 100%.
The cloud instances in N. Virginia are used for this evaluation as these instances are within the RTT range of the required number of cameras which support the target frame rates given in Table 9 . The overall costs of our method for the input scenarios are compared with the strategies ST1 -ST4 described in Table 10 . The method achieves the desired performance as the average frame rate is measured to be equal to the target frame rate on all cameras for the input scenarios. Figure 8 (a) shows the comparison of overall cost of ARMVAC for input scenarios 1, 2, and 3 compared with the strategies ST1 -ST4. ARMVAC can reduce cost up to 50%, 26%, and 44% for 5 FPS, 10 FPS, and 15 FPS respectively. For scenarios 1 -3, m3.2xlarge is the least cost efficient instance and hence ST4 has the highest cost. For 15 FPS, the cost of ARMVAC is less than all the strategies as ARMVAC selects different instance types
The impact of frame rates on the overall cost of ARM-VAC is shown in Figure 8 (b) . It can be seen that as the frame rate increases from 5 FPS to 15 FPS, the overall cost increases almost linearly by 125%. This is due to the fact that as the target frame for analysis increases, the CPU utilization for analyzing data from a single camera also increases and the number of streams that can be analyzed in an instance decreases.
The comparison of the overall cost of ARMVAC for input scenarios 4, 5, and 6 with the strategies ST1 -ST4 is shown in Figure 9 (a). In this case, ARMVAC can reduce the cost up to 60%, 61%, and 62% respectively for the number of cameras equal to 100, 200, and 500. The effect of the number of cameras on the overall cost of ARMVAC is shown in Figure 9 (b). It can be seen that as the number of cameras increases from 100 to 500, the overall cost increases almost linearly by 392%. This is due to the fact that as the number of input cameras increases, more resources are required to perform the analysis. Figure 8 (b) and 9 (b) show that the number of input cameras has more significant impact on overall cost compared with the target frame rate.
The impact of ARMVAC on overall cost for input scenario 7 compared with the strategies ST1 -ST4 are shown in Figure 10 . The capability of ARMVAC to select different instance types along with the post processing stage in the heuristic algorithm to find lower cost assignment provides a cost reduction of up to 57%. For scenarios 4 -7, m3.medium is the least cost efficient instance and hence ST1 has the highest cost.
Our evaluation shows that ARMVAC can reduce the overall cost up to 62% compared with the different strategies and achieve 100% performance. 
Instance Location and Cost
To evaluate the importance of considering RTT while selecting cloud instances, we use the strategy ST5 and compare it with ARMVAC. We select 20 cameras located at different parts of the continents North America, Europe, and Asia. The DR program is used to analyze the MJPEG data from these network cameras. We consider the cloud instances from the same three continents as the cameras. The data from the cameras are analyzed at different frame rates as shown in Table 12 . The m3.2xlarge instances are used.
Since DR only retrieves the data and does not perform any analysis, we can retrieve data from all 20 cameras using one m3.2xlarge instance.
ST5 always analyzes data from a network camera using a cloud instance geographically closer to the camera. One cloud instance can retrieve data from multiple cameras. For lower target frame rates, ARMVAC consolidates all the instances to the cheapest instance. For higher frame rates, ARMVAC selects the geographically closest instance. Table 12 compares the overall cost of m3.2xlarge cloud instances selected by ST5 and ARMVAC for different target frame rates. For frame rates 1 FPS or lower, ARMVAC retrieves the data using the cheapest instance (Virginia) and can reduce the cost by 78% when compared with ST5. For the target frame rate of 5 FPS, due to RTT constraints ARM-VAC uses instances from Virginia and Oregon. In this case, ARMVAC can reduce the cost by 56%. For the frame rate of 10 FPS, ARMVAC uses instances from Virginia, Oregon, and Frankfurt and reduces the cost by 31%. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents ARMVAC, an adaptive resource manager to select low-cost cloud instances for analyzing MJPEG data from globally distributed network cameras. Inputs to ARMVAC are the analysis programs, the required number of cameras, the locations of the cameras, the target frame rates, and the durations of the analyses. The outputs are the types, locations, and number of cloud instances to be launched to achieve the target frame rate on all the cameras. ARMVAC includes a model to predict the maximum number of streams that can be analyzed on different types of instances. We evaluate ARMVAC using Amazon EC2 cloud instances and observe that the achieved frame rate on all cameras is equal to the target frame rate for different input scenarios thereby satisfying the performance requirements. We observe that ARMVAC lowers the overall cost up to 62% when compared with four other reasonable strategies (ST1 -ST4) for selecting cloud configurations. Our evaluation demonstrates that our method is not ad-hoc and can be applied to different analysis programs. As part of our future work, we will extend the method to handle analysis programs which are memory intensive, bandwidth intensive, or I/O intensive. We would also like to improve our method of adaptively launching instances while adjusting to the run-time conditions. We also plan to study effect of adaptive nature of H.264 streams on resource selection.
